












From:  "FRANK BOGEDAIN" <vze46z9t@verizon.net> 
To: <r4dep@gw.dec.state.ny.us> 
CC: <lynnejackson@mac.com>, <tellis@cectoxic.org> 
Date:  12/3/2008 1:53 PM 
Subject:  Rapp Road Landfill, Albany(C), Albany County 
 
I want to get on record to oppose further expansion of this landfill. 
Capacity will be reached in one year. If approved another five years will be added to the serviceable life of this facility. 
However any longer term option will take a MINIMUM of 10 years to implement, i.e. from planning to operation.. 
Therefore any longer term solution is anywhere from 4 years to 9 years behind schedule, again minimum, already. 
The City of Albany has been temporizing, and doing more of the same is not going to solve the current odor condditions.. In fact they 
will be made worse. 
The City and its customers need to get serious and solve the problem of solid waste disposal before they are sued which will only  
result in still more delay and cost to the City's taxpayers and customers. 







From:  "Sheree" <sheree@nycap.rr.com> 
To: <r4dep@gw.dec.state.ny.us> 
Date:  12/8/2008 8:04 PM 
Subject:  DEC# 4101-00171/00011, Modification to NYS Solid Waste Management Facility permit (6NYCRR Part 360) 
 
Dear Mr. Marcuccio, 
 
This is my public comment on the proposed expansion of the Albany City landfill at Rapp Road. 
 
1. An alternative to the expansion that I did not see in the plan is the reduction of waste by NYS agencies whose waste is NOT 
managed by the Office of General Services.  This includes the agency for which I work (the New York State Education Dept.) as well 
as many other agencies within the City of Albany.  I assume that the trash from my workplace goes to Rapp Road.  There is no attempt 
at waste reduction, save for the recycling of paper and cardboard.  The last memo from the SED administration to office workers 
concerning what can and cannot go into the paper recycling bins was in 2005. There is no metal, glass and plastic separation program 
for the office workers to use, save for a collection location in one area of the basement, in the concession stand that sells snacks and 
packaged lunches.  Office workers are not encouraged or educated to reduce the amount of trash they generate.  In fact, our office was 
instructed to take out the trash from our desks each evening, or at least once a week.  That is assuming that people are generating trash 
at a hefty rate.  This assumption could be stood on its head, and people could be asked to generate as little trash as possible, and put 
their organic waste into a special receptacle at day's end. Even for deposit containers are thrown into the trash, because, as the 
cafeteria manager explained to me, there were complaints about the potential for messiness that could arise from collecting for deposit 
containers separately, and thus diverting them from the waste stream. 
 
2. I am not certain that the ambitious plan to restore Pine Bush ecosystem on top of the capped landfill makes sense, ecologically.  Soil 
and its microorganisms, soil structure, underground animals, and such have evolved over much time, and are, I would think, an 
integral part of the ecosystem.   
 
3.  As has been stated by dozens of others, Albany's landfill is filling up at a fast rate because Albany is accepting trash from beyond 
its waste shed.  An agressive waste reduction effort, combined reuse of items that need not be trashed, and recycling of those that 
cannot be reused, along with a limiting to the ANSWERS communities and the City of Albany, along with a separation of organics 
into a special composting area, might extend the life of the landfill for a great many years. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 
 
Cheryl Cammer 
137 Hidley Rd. 
Wynantskill, NY  12198 



From:  "Richard Clark" <rclark384@nycap.rr.com> 
To: <r4dep@gw.dec.state.ny.us> 
Date:  12/4/2008 9:33 AM 
Subject:  rapp toad /andfill 
 
Mr. Angelo Marcuccion 
 
Environmental Analyst 
 
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation  
 
Region 4 Headquarters 
 
1130 North Westcott Road 
 
Schenectady, NY 12306 
 
  
 
Dear Mr. Marcuccion, 
 
  
 
            I wish to comment on the proposal of the city of Albany to expand the Rapp Road Landfill.  I am a resident of the Avila 
Retirement Community located less than a half mile from the current landfill and the proposed expansion.  A number of Avila 
residents have been concerned about plans to expand Rapp Road since we first found out about these plans in September, 2005. 
 
  
 
            We soon discovered the city of Albany had previously been granted permission to expand in year 2000,  At that time (2000)  
the city promised this would be the last expansion at Rapp Road.  The city promised to dedicate the land occupied by the Fox Run 
Trailer Park to the Pine Bush Preservation Commission.  In 2005 they proposed to expand Rapp Road on land they had promised to 
dedicate five years earlier.   Somehow, no one had followed up to see that the city of Albany did what was promised. 
 
  
 
            Avila residents and many other individuals and groups wrote letters to local newspapers and at public meetings.   We protested 
broken promises, but we also called for a careful planning effort.  We  asked an advocates of waste to energy to present his position.  
The current city of Albany proposal discusses this phase as part of the prose on Alternative one.  Early in 2006 the city of Albany 
proposed the western expansion of the landfill described by the city as Alternative 2.  Most of the land in question had already been 
dedicated to the Pine Bush Preservation Commission.  Again many Avila residents protested in print and in writing.  Again, many of 
us called for more comprehensive planning and in greater efforts to reuse and recycle. 
 
  
 
            Avila residents also attended and commented on the first NYSDEC hearing when the city of Albany presented the results of 
their preliminary environmental review and requested permission to proceed with a full plan.  Avila residents who spoke continued to 
oppose the expansion plan and continued to call for more extensive planning efforts. 
 
  
 
            At the time this fiest DEC  hearing was held all living close to Rapp Road often experienced foul odors from the landfill.  
Avila resident Marion Kuritz  took leadership in informing residents of how to report complaints to DEC and to the city of Albany.  
The odor problems, and efforts to correct them, are described on pages 11-13.  When odors were strong we sought more information 
concerning whether landfill emission might bring health risks.  We found more uncertainty than the city of Albany proposal suggests.  
We were told that DEC used to do more monitoring of emissions than they do currently. 
 
We agree we are getting fewer complaints about foul odors 
 
  
 
            I am one Avila resident concerned about the Pine Bush as a unique eco-system.  I am sure you will hear from SAVE THE 
PINE BUSH representatives positions contrary to those stated in the city of Albany plan to expand.  I urge you to give these 
alternative views very careful consideration in planning next steps. 
 
  
 
            I am pleased with some of the promises made by the city of Albany in their current proposal to expand, but I know they have 
broken similar promises in the past.  I hope the city will be asked to set up a specific timeline regarding some of their promises.  For 
example, when can we expect a new Solid Waste Management Plan?  When can we expect an ANSWERS group to be assembled? 



 
  
 
            Albany promises 15 to 20 million dollars for a habitat restoration fund.  I think the city of Albany should be asked to establish 
an escrow account and establish a set of payments to this account.  A procedure to monitor city contributions  to this account should 
be set up. 
 
  
 
            The city of Albany should be asked to make a list of all plots of land to be dedicated, and the proposed time when the city 
administration will urge the Albany Common Council to take the necessary legislation.  I realize the city can only offer land to be 
dedicated. 
 
  
 
            I am not in a position to evaluate fully the consequences at this stage of refusing DEC permission to expand Rapp Road.  The 
city of Albany mentions off-site transportation as an alternative,  They talk of the need for a quick budget adjustment and of the 
impact on ANSWERS municipalities.  They don't talk about the construction costs of the expanded dump.  Officials in some 
ANSWERS communities are on public record as seeing off=site transportation as viable. I hope NYSDEC has or can get experts to 
evaluate these economic aspects.  They should take into account the Mayor's statement that he will not charge city residents for trash 
removal. 
 
  
 
            Thank you for the chance to share my views with you. 
 
  
 
Richard M. Clark 
 
Avila Independent Living Community 
 
100 White Pine Drive 
 
Albany, New York 12203 
 
  
 
Phone  640-9676 



From:  "pcoager" <pcoager@nycap.rr.com> 
To: <r4dep@gw.dec.state.ny.us> 
Date:  12/10/2008 8:01 PM 
Subject:  Rapp Road Landfill 
 
Dear Mr. Marcuccio, 
 
I writing you concerning the proposed expansion of the  
Rapp Road Landfill.  We have lived on Broderick St. for over 
35 years.  We have had to live with the stench from the landfill having to close our windows on beautiful days when we should be 
enjoying the fresh air or when entertaining at our home, had to explain to our guests where the disgusting odor is coming from.   
 
I'm sure if Mr. Jennings lived in the area of the Rapp Road landfill, I would not be writing this letter.  The City of Albany has had 
sufficient time to find other sites to replace the Rapp Road landfill.  This proposed expansion will impose more health hazards for the 
neighboring communities, lower our property values, impact the Pine Bush aquifer and destroy rare Pine Bush ecosystem. 
 
Please reconsider this expansion.  Make the city  find another site away from populated areas. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Mr. and Mrs Lauren Coager 
76 Broderick St. 
Albany, NY  12205 
 



December 8, 2008 
 
 
Mr. Angelo A. Marcuccio 
NYSDEC Region 4 Headquarters 
1130 North Westcott Rd 
Schenectady, NY 12306 
 
Dear Mr. Marcuccio,  
 
I write to express my opposition to the proposed expansion of the City of Albany landfill. I urge 
the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation to reject the application in 
question. 
 
The “Eastern Expansion” of the City landfill has been proposed in the absence of a genuine effort 
to reduce solid waste received at the site. Only now has the City proposed the creation of a new 
waste management plan as well as creating a position of City Recycling Coordinator. However, 
such policies and positions should have been implemented and created long before the current 
landfill was filled ahead of schedule.  
 
Furthermore, it is uncertain whether the City owned Coeymans site will ever receive solid waste. 
If the Coeymans site is not operational at the end of the life of this proposed expansion, the same 
issue will occur again in a few years. 
 
Recent media reports have referenced a “Pay-as-you-Throw” system as an alternative to current 
collection procedures within the City. This would reduce waste at the site as there would be a 
greater incentive to reduce, reuse and recycle. I would be supportive of such a proposal 
conditioned upon: 

 
• A “Pay-as-you-Throw” system being revenue neutral to the City of Albany 
• A fee exemption provided to City residents living in close proximity to the 

landfill, which would include The Dunes, Point of Woods, Pinehurst Estates, 
Village in the Green, Daughters of Sarah, Teresian House, Avila and those 
residing on Rapp Road and Wilan Lane. 

 
This fee exemption would be an equitable compromise to these residents as they are already 
subjected to extraordinary costs such as air pollution, sound pollution and known or potentially 
unknown adverse health effects.  Subjecting these residents to any additional costs would be an 
unfair burden.  

 
Sincerely,  

 
       

 
Frank Commisso Jr. 
130 Cottage Avenue 
Albany, New York 12203 

 
 

 



From:  "sally" <sbgarden@gmail.com> 
To: <r4dep@gw.dec.state.ny.us> 
Date:  12/10/2008 1:33 PM 
Subject:  More time! 
 
Hi Mr. Marcuccio, 
 
DEC gave the public a hearing to let their voices be heard on whether there should be another landfill expansion at Rapp Rd.  
Unfortunately many people were unable to attend, but still would like their voices to be heard. 
 
I politely request that you give the public more time to get all our comments together and sent out.  This is a critical issue.  I, for one, 
would move if the landfill expansion is approved.  I live over 2 miles from the current landfill and can at times smell it.  I am a keen 
gardener and need to be able to smell my flowers and not the dump odors.  My husband has asthma and this, plus the unhealthy toxins 
that spew out into the air, would be dangerous to his health.  We are also concerned about the run off getting into the natural aquifer 
that would be right below the landfill, and this making its way into the emergency water supply that is 6 Mile Waterworks. 
 
Please give us more time!    
Sally Cummiongs 







From:  Tom Ellis <tellis@cectoxic.org> 
To: <r4dep@gw.dec.state.ny.us> 
CC: "tellis@cectoxic.org" <tellis@cectoxic.org>, James Travers <jatrav@yahoo... 
Date:  12/14/2008 10:41 AM 
Subject:  rapp road dump 
 
Angelo Marcuccio 
NYSDEC Region 4 Headquarters 
1130 North Westcott Road 
Schenectady, NY  12306 
 
      Re: City of Albany Proposed Landfill Expansion 
 
Dear Mr. Marcuccio 
 
I hope you did not lose power at your home during the recent ice-storm. 
 
There comments are in addition to the verbal and written comments I made February 21, 2007 at the Scoping Session and the verbal 
comments made and documents submitted at the December 3, 2008 hearing held on the above referenced matter. 
 
I support the request made at the December 3 hearing by Save the Pine Bush attorney Peter Henner that the comment period be 
extended until the end of January of 2009.  Members of the public have not had sufficient time to review the thousands of pages of 
documents. We also have many unanswered questions about how the landfill application and the draft Solid Waste Management Plan 
Modification for the Capital Region Solid Waste Management Partnership Planning Unit (the "modification") are connected. The 
latter document is filled with vague statements about steps the city might take with respect to solid waste.  
 
There were lengthy, obnoxious, painful-to-the-ears technical problems at the onset of the December 3 meeting with very loud 
feedback coming from the speakers.  It is possible that some people exited the meeting then so as to avoid this noise pollution and 
injury to their hearing.  Such persons were thus excluded from speaking.  These problems also delayed the start of the meeting. 
 
As was the case at the February 21, 2007 hearing, not every person was able to speak at the December 3 hearing.  Made people left 
before their names were called.  Only one hearing was held each time; thus some people have not been able to make a verbal 
comment.  Some people are much more comfortable speaking than writing and those people were denied an opportunity to participate.  
At the hearing last year and this year, several people requested that an additional hearing be held so all could speak.  This request was 
not granted in 2007.  I propose that DEC hold a second public hearing and allow those who did not speak on December 3 to speak 
first.   
 
At the December 3 hearing, the presiding judge allowed consultants for the dump applicant to make lengthy presentations.  Those 
presentations should have been made before the 7:00 pm. scheduled start of the public hearing to assure that members of the public 
could begin speaking at 7:00 pm, and all could participate.  On the hearing notice, DEC could have announced that the applicant 
would make a one-half-hour presentation beginning at 6:30 pm for anyone interested in listening.  
 
It should also be noted that the presentation made by the city's consultants December 3 was the first time the city has briefed the public 
on the nature of its dump application.  The city has not offered the public any meeting where we could ask questions to anyone 
representing the city on the specifics of what the city is proposing.  The city also hides behind its consultants; the city evades being 
held accountable by not offering the public any opportunity to question officials from the Department of General Services about the 
landfill application and related matters such as waste reduction, reuse, and recycling programs, and the September 24, 2008 draft Solid 
Waste Management Plan Modification for the Capital Region Solid Waste Management Partnership Planning Unit.  This longstanding 
city policy of systematically excluding the public is an important matter; it makes it more difficult for the public to submit informed 
comments to DEC; it also contradicts the comments made at the December 3 hearing by Albany Mayor Gerald Jennings that the city 
welcomes public involvement in the landfill application process.   
 
At the December 3 hearing, the presiding judge allowed elected officials to speak prior to the general public.  They were not subject to 
any time limit.  One elected official spoke for about 25 minutes.  The first speaker from the general public began at 8:15 pm, well over 
an hour after the public hearing began.  Prior to allowing the first speaker from the general public to begin, the judge announced that 
due to the large number of people who wished to speak, he would limit each person to five minutes.  While this rule was not strictly 
enforced, many members of the public, myself included, were rushed and could not complete our comments.   
 
The comment deadline should be extended because many people have lost electric power due to the recent ice-storm, can not send 
emails to DEC, and may not be able to until the current December 15 deadline passes.   
 
For these reasons, I request that a second public hearing be held and the comment deadline be extended until January 31, 2009.  I also 
request that before the public comment deadline is terminated, DEC schedule and hold a meeting at which DEC staff explain how the 
dump application, the DEIS and the "modification" are related.  The second public hearing should be held subsequent to this DEC 
meeting.   Thank you.   
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Thomas Ellis 



43 North Pine Avenue 
Albany, NY  12203 
 
 
     
 



















                                                  From:  "Grace" 
<mtbluegreen@juno.com>
 To: <aamarcuc@gw.dec.state.ny.us>
 CC: <discuss@nodumpinthepinebush.org>
 Date:  12/15/2008 4:09 PM
 Subject:  Please deny the Landfill Expansion application, ASAP.

Grace Nichols
                                                 439 Elk St.
                                                 Albany, NY 12206
                                                 December 14, 2006

Angelo Marcuccio
Environmental Analyst 2
Divsion of Environmental Permits
NYS Department of Environmental Conservation
Region 4
1130 N. Westcott Road
Schenectady, NY 12306-2014

Dear Mr. Marcuccio:

My first concern is a democracy concern.

I called the NYS DEC main number in November and asked "When is the 
hearing about the landfill expanding into the Pine Bush?  I'm a parent 
and my kids play in the Pine Bush and I'm concerned about this issue. 
I'd like to know how to get there by public transportation."  The 
receptionist told me she didn't know but would ask.  She returned to the
phone 15 minutes later and asked me when the hearing was.  I said that I
was asking the DEC that, as it was their meeting.

After another 10 minute delay, she came back on the line and told me to 
call Judge Casuto.  I did that and left a message on his machine with 
the same simple questions:  "When and where is the hearing, and how do I
get there by public transportation?"  As yet, and the hearing is now 
over, I have not received a return phone call.

The absence of clear postings about this hearing in DEC facilities such 
as Five Rivers Environmental Center or the lobby of Albany's Downtown 
office, serve as additional evidence that the NYS Department of 
Environmental Conservation is not overly concerned with public access to
this hearing, or the many other important hearings they conduct.  
Failure to inform affected citizens about opportunities to participate 
in the political process is inherently anti-democratic.

Nonetheless, I did file some comments about the SDEIS asking for a 
landfill expansion at the public hearing after Lynne Jackson of Save the
Pine Bush was kind enough as to enlighten me regarding its date and 
location.

I am adding a couple more comments:

After reviewing over 1000 citizen complaints, I am outraged at the 
public health implications of the current practices over at the Rapp 
Road Facility.  In view of consent order after consent order, illness 
after illness, and the negative impact on local businesses associated 
with the landfill, I know it must close.



The environmental consequences of the landfill operation include loss of
habitat for rare and endangered species, groundwater and aquifer 
contamination, erosion of precious soils, casualties of rare reptiles, 
destruction of wetland habitat, the release of global warming culprit 
methane (6500 tons a year) and  air quality decline. In addition, the 
City has neglected its own duty to proactively address solid waste 
policy reform.

In addition, the woefully inadequate attempts of the City of Albany to 
educate and encourage its citizens, schools, businesses and apartment 
complexes to recycle, the completely ineffective and nearly secret 
campaign to get all Albany households to drive to one inadequately 
staffed household hazardous waste site once a month, the resulting 
environmentally dangerous conditions at the landfill which is full of 
household hazardous waste, the absence of a composting program for 
kitchen wastes and the failure to construct a materials recovery 
facility with its necessary infrastructure to support resale of 
materials, illustrate the City's lack of commitment to sound solid waste
policy.

It would be criminal negligence to approve this application.
Please deny the application.

Grace Nichols
mtbluegreen@juno.com
518-436-9731





















From:  "George R. Robinson" <grobins@csc.albany.edu> 
To: <r4dep@gw.dec.state.ny.us> 
CC: <chawver@tnc.org>, <mob02@health.state.ny.us> 
Date:  12/10/2008 8:53 AM 
Subject:  Comment on Albany Landfill Expansion permits 
 
Angelo Marcuccio, Environmental Analyst 
NYS DEC Region 4 Headquarters 
1130 N Westcott Rd 
Schenectady, NY  12306 
 
Dear Mr. Marcuccio, 
 
This letter pertains to the pending permits for expansion of the Albany 
Landfill.  I have read through many of the documents pursuant to this 
matter, and I attended the December 3 public hearing.  I wish to comment 
on three matters, (1) the newly prepared Solid Waste Management Plan for 
the ANSWERS participants, (2) the inadvisability of further enlarging the 
landfill from an educator's perspective, and (3) the proposed post-closure 
restoration plan submitted and presented at the public hearing. 
 
First, I am grateful to see that this permitting process has led to a 
long-overdue SWMP for the region, and I thank you and your colleagues for 
your role in prompting this effort.  As a co-leader of UAlbany's Task 
Force on Environmental Sustainability, I help to plan and oversee our 
recycling and other waste management programs, responsibilities that we 
take very seriously. We look forward to working with the City of Albany 
(the recipient of our campus' sanitary waste) to improve our waste stream 
management. 
 
Second, as an educator who brings college students to the Albany Pine Bush 
for field trips and research exercises, I must say that the Albany 
Landfill has become increasingly intrusive.  Its size has already made it 
the tallest landform in the Preserve, and it now stands out as the most 
dominant visible scar on the landscape.  While it is useful to explain to 
students where their trash ends up, I was able to do that 15 years ago, 
when the landfill was much smaller.  Also far more noticeable at this time 
is the noise associated with pest bird management.  It was most apparent 
this past fall, when the incessant blasts interfered with our field trip 
experience.  Enlarging the landfill will only make things worse. 
 
Third, I begin by noting that I have had considerable experience in the 
field of landfill restoration, and I have included a list of some 
pertinent publications as evidence below.  Much of my research was 
conducted at the Fresh Kills Landfill on Staten Island, which was 
highlighted during your pubic hearing as an example of successful 
integration of a closed landfill into a natural landscape.  Dr. Apfelbaum, 
representing the City of Albany's professional consultants, is quite 
knowledgeable in the field of ecological restoration, but his portrayal 
left out many of the lessons we learned and the problems encountered by 
us and other researchers.  Among the challenges to establishing native 
vegetation on closed landfills are steep slopes (dry above, wet below); 
continuous erosion problems; weedy plant invasions; poor soils; variable 
soil depth composition, pH, and nutrients; exposure to harsh winds; 
settlement with decomposition; and landfill gases escaping into growth 
zones.  None of these problems is necessarily insurmountable, but the few 
small tests I have observed at the Albany Landfill have been insufficient 
to identify, much less address them. 
 
In my professional opinion, a more convincing restoration plan needs to be 
in place for the entire Albany Landfill (including older sections) before 
proceeding.  Furthermore, if expansion is approved, I strongly concur with 
the request made by Chris Hawver, Albany Pine Bush Preserve Commission 
Director, at the public hearing.  Mr. Hawver asked for a bonded commitment 
from the City of Albany to a fully effective post-closure restoration, 
befitting the world-class nature preserve surrounding the landfill.  I 
would add that any such restoration plan should be carefully vetted 
through advanced testing and scientific scrutiny. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to send these comments. 



 
Sincerely, 
 
George Robinson 
Associate Professor 
Department of Biological Sciences 
State University of New York at Albany 
1400 Washington Avenue 
Albany, NY  12222-0001 
518-442-4302 
FAX 518-442-4767 
grobins@albany.edu 
 
 
***************************** 
 
Publications relevant to landfill restoration: 
 
Robinson, G.R., and Handel, S.N.  1991-92.  Reports on experimental 
studies to revegetate the Fresh Kills Landfill, New York City Dept. of 
Sanitation, and New York State Dept. of Environmental Conservation. 
 
Robinson, G.R., Handel, S.N., and Schmalhofer, V.R.  1992.  Survival, 
reproduction and recruitment of woody plants after fourteen years on a 
forested landfill.   Environmental Management 16: 265-271. 
 
Robinson, G.R., and Handel, S.N.  1993  Forest restoration on a closed 
landfill: Rapid addition of new species by bird dispersal. Conservation 
Biology 7: 271-278.  Reprinted in Readings from Conservation Biology, 
Wildlife and Forests, 1995, Blackwell. 
 
Handel, S.N.,  G.R. Robinson, W.F.J. Parsons, and J.H. Mattei.  1994. 
Interaction of woody plant roots with capped landfills: A review of root 
dynamics and experimental data.  Report to NY City Dept. of Sanitation, 
and NY State Dept. of Environmental Conservation. 
 
Robinson, G.R. and Handel, S.N.  1995.  Woody plant roots fail to 
penetrate a clay landfill liner: Management implications.  Environmental 
Management 19: 57-64. 
 
Robinson, G.R., and R.J. Gill. 1996. Summary of field research on 
ecological effects of the Albany Landfill.  Report to the Albany Pine Bush 
Commission, 4/96. 
 
Handel, S.N., Robinson,  G.R., Parsons, W.F., and Mattei, J.H.  1997. 
Restoration of woody plants to capped landfills: Root dynamics in 
engineered soils. Restoration Ecology 5: 178-186. 
 
Robinson, G.R. and Handel, S.N.  2000.  Directing spatial patterns of 
recruitment in an urban woodland restoration.  Ecological Applications 
10:174-188. 
 
Robinson, G.R., S.N. Handel, and J.H. Mattei.  2002.  Experimental 
Techniques for Evaluating the Success of Restoration Projects.  Korean 
Journal of Ecology 25: 1-7. 
 
Mattei, J.H., S.N. Handel, and G.R. Robinson.  2003.  Limitations of 
introducing woody plants by direct seeding to landfill restoration sites. 
Ecological Restoration 21: 62-63. 
 
 
 
 
 
 











From:  "Linda Schroll" <LSCHROLL@nycap.rr.com> 
To: <r4dep@gw.dec.state.ny.us> 
Date:  12/8/2008 7:12 PM 
Subject:  Fw: Landfill smells 
 
Mr. Marcuccio:  Tom Ellis suggested I forward my comments below to you 
concerning the Rapp Road Landfill.  I hope you an include my comments in 
your considerations.  Linda Schroll 
 
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Tom Ellis <tellis@cectoxic.org> 
To: Linda Schroll <LSCHROLL@nycap.rr.com>; <lynnejackson@mac.com> 
Sent: Monday, December 08, 2008 3:48 PM 
Subject: Re: Landfill smells 
 
 
&gt; Hi Linda,<BR> 
&gt; <BR> 
&gt; I am sorry the fumes are so bad.&nbsp; I agree that if Jennings had to 
smell it like you do, he would put a stop to it.<BR> 
&gt; <BR> 
&gt; Please forward this comment to the DEC by Friday.&nbsp; Thanks.<BR> 
&gt; <BR> 
&gt; Tom Ellis<BR> 
&gt; <BR> 
&gt; -----Original Message-----<BR> 
&gt; &gt;From: Linda Schroll &lt;LSCHROLL@nycap.rr.com&gt;<BR> 
&gt; &gt;Sent: Dec 3, 2008 12:22 PM<BR> 
&gt; &gt;To: lynnejackson@mac.com, tellis@cectoxic.org<BR> 
&gt; &gt;Subject: Landfill smells<BR> 
&gt; &gt;<BR> 
&gt; &gt;Dear Lynne and Tom:&nbsp; I'm writing today in support of your 
efforts to prevent<BR> 
&gt; &gt;expansion of the landfill and put a stop to those horrible smells 
it<BR> 
&gt; &gt;creates.&nbsp; It was a welcome sight to receive your notice on my 
door - knowing<BR> 
&gt; &gt;that someone/organization realizes the horrible impact of these 
odors and<BR> 
&gt; &gt;all that goes along with them.&nbsp; It was several years ago that 
I had my first<BR> 
&gt; &gt;experience with the toxic odors.&nbsp; It was alarming because it 
smelled like a<BR> 
&gt; &gt;gas leak and I didn't know if I should call the fire dept.&nbsp; I 
live at 18<BR> 
&gt; &gt;Westmere Terrace and my backyard abutts to the Westmere Fire Dept. 
back<BR> 
&gt; &gt;field lot.&nbsp; I decided to wait and see if the smell got worse - 
and then<BR> 
&gt; &gt;after a couple of days, I realized it was a smell that was carried 
by the<BR> 
&gt; &gt;wind.&nbsp; It was the time of the year where you would have your 
doors and<BR> 
&gt; &gt;windows closed but would go out for a walk during the day or early 
evening.<BR> 
&gt; &gt;Well, the smell was sooooo bad that you didn't want to go outside 
and<BR> 
&gt; &gt;sometimes in the evening or very early morning, the smell would 
permeate<BR> 
&gt; &gt;through the windows - it was awful.&nbsp; Then a few weeks later, I 
read in the<BR> 
&gt; &gt;paper that this landfill odor was an issue and then I knew what the 
smell<BR> 
&gt; &gt;was and where it was coming from.&nbsp; Since then I have read that 
measures have<BR> 
&gt; &gt;been taken to eliminate or control the smell - and it hasn't been 
so bad<BR> 
&gt; &gt;lately (at least it doesn't gag you), but nonetheless, it does 
require that<BR> 



&gt; &gt;you close your doors and windows.&nbsp; It's a serious matter of 
quality of life<BR> 
&gt; &gt;and maintaining the value of our residential neighborhoods.&nbsp; 
If Mayor<BR> 
&gt; &gt;Jennings had to live this with condition, you could be sure he 
would put a<BR> 
&gt; &gt;stop to it very quickly.&nbsp; I don't know what has happened to 
common sense.<BR> 
&gt; &gt;Why should we have to put up with a deteriorating quality of life 
so the<BR> 
&gt; &gt;mayor can balance his budget?&nbsp; And why would he expects us 
to?&nbsp; While I'm<BR> 
&gt; &gt;not an active environmentalist, I can appreciate the common sense 
issues<BR> 
&gt; &gt;involved with this request to expand the landfill.&nbsp; If this 
expansion is<BR> 
&gt; &gt;approved, he(or his successor) will be back again to request more 
land and<BR> 
&gt; &gt;it will go on and on until the Pine Bush is totally 
eliminated.&nbsp; This is<BR> 
&gt; &gt;very wrong at so many levels.&nbsp; I will try to attend the 
meeting tonight to<BR> 
&gt; &gt;show my support.&nbsp; Thank you so much for what you are 
doing.&nbsp; So many of us<BR> 
&gt; &gt;who have no real voice are very grateful.&nbsp; Linda Schroll<BR> 
&gt; &gt;<BR> 
&gt; 
 
 



From:  "Timothy C. Skinner" <tskinner@nycap.rr.com> 
To: <r4dep@gw.dec.state.ny.us> 
Date:  12/2/2008 10:58 PM 
Subject:  Rapp Road Landfill 
 
Mr. Angelo Marcuccio, 
 
  
 
Please make sure the Rapp Road Landfill is not expanded.  Visitors to Albany 
who come down the Northway or through exit 24 on the Thruway are already 
welcomed by horrible smells and views of the dump.  Some days it can be 
smelled miles away in Colonie and Guilderland.  Can't we find a better, more 
modern way to dispose of our garbage?  Can't we do a better job of 
recycling? 
 
  
 
Please stop the expansion. 
 
  
 
Tim Skinner 
 
Albany 
 
  
 



From:  patrick sorsby <patsorsby@hotmail.com> 
To: <r4dep@gw.dec.state.ny.us> 
Date:  12/11/2008 11:39 AM 
Subject:  Re: May comments be e-mailed to this e-mail by the 15th? 
 
 
  Dear Mr. Angelo,    Can we e-mail comments about the proposed albany landfill expansion. If so I assume they will be made apart of 
the record.    Lastly I agree with Attorney Henner in that the given time frame for comment is inadequate. I know that a lions share of 
the comments you will receive are from members of Save the Pine bush and residents near the dump. HOWEVER,  as I am an avid 
runner, a University at Albany and Albany Law alumni, I feel given more time there are more diverse voices that could and should be 
brought into this debate.    Presently I am working to get letters from the HMRRC and Albany running exchange in opposition to the 
expansion.   A strong argument for an extention to the comment period is the fact that the City has of its volition introduced a new 
alternative to the expansion of landfill.   This new alternative (a pay-as-you throw program in the city of Albany) has introduced an 
entirely new issue to the landfill expansion debate. Namely the issue is whether or not a pay-as-you throw program could generate 
revenue sufficient to eliminate the need for importing waste to the Rapp road landfill. If the answer to this question is yes than the 
annual waste intake at Rapp road would shrink by a minimum of 50% to 80% which would extend the maximum capacity date from 
the end of 2009 to somewhere between the end of 2010 and the end of 2017. Thus the city of its own accord within the last couple of 
months has introduced as part of its revised application a completely new alternative that has significant tax implications and which 
ironically may in fact eliminate the need for expansion at all.   
  Therefore as matter of fundamental fairness and sound deliberation it is imperative that the DEC extend the comment period so that 
public may adequately weigh and respond to the citys' new alternative to landfill expansion. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Patrick Sorsby 
_________________________________________________________________ 
Send e-mail anywhere. No map, no compass. 
http://windowslive.com/Explore/hotmail?ocid=TXT_TAGLM_WL_hotmail_acq_anywhere_122008 



From:  patrick sorsby <patsorsby@hotmail.com> 
To: dec <r4dep@gw.dec.state.ny.us> 
Date:  12/15/2008 10:27 PM 
Subject:  Comments on Land fill expansion 
 
 
Patrick Sorsby 
71 Cottage avenue 
Albany NY 12203 
  
  
  
Mr. Angelo, 
  Last week I e-mailed you inquiring as to wether or not e-mailed comments would be made apart of the record.  
  
As I recieved no response I assume they are. Therefore my opposition to the proposed expansion of the landfill below. 
  
A little backgorund first. I commented on the record at the hearing so this e-mailed letter of opposition is in part affirmation of that 
and a little more. 
  
   I am a recent garduate of Albany Law School and I am aquiring my MBA from the University at Albany. 
  
This is important because I intend very soon to marshal and organize my allumni to open a new front on this controversy not only to 
appose but to offer alternative. I also am a member of two large running groups that use the pine bush and I am working to get them 
involved in this debate. 
  
For too long one group has had to shoulder the battle to protect the gem of New york States ecosystem.  
I intend to change that. So though not an expert on this issue my arguments are below.  
  
  
  
Arguments 
  
1. The DEC cannot grant a landfill permit to build over an aquifer. The regulations cannot be any more clear. Ironically under the 
proposed landfill expansion there is anaquifer. 
  
2.The City is pleading with the DEC for an expansion because it needs 6 years for Coeymans to come online. 
Yet they have no assurances from the core of engineers that thier proposed wetland remediations. Which leads me to point 3. 
  
3. The city has put all of its eggs in one basket namely site C2. Are there really no brownfield sites available. I mean as between an 
endangered ecosystem and a brownfield which is better landfill site. 
The point is the city failed in excercising due diligence for the last years by not lining up back up sites in case site C2 failed. Now the 
City is asking the DEC inspite of this irresponsibility to provide a stop gap measure so that Coeymans site can come online and so that 
they can simultaneously pursue the alternative site that they Identified so that in six years we wont need another expansion.... Oh wait 
a minute. Sorry the city did not learn from its past derilection and actually failed again to identify any alternative to site C2. 
  
4. It would be one thing if the city had learned from its past mistakes and this time ensured that this would be the last expansion by at 
least indentifing alternative sites to site C2. Do you not wonder what the city plans to do if the core of engineers rejects the city's 
remedial plan for C2. Well if they havent identified other viable sites they will have no choice but to come back to the DEC for 
another expansion. It seems quite irresponsible for the city to point a figurative gun to your head cryning we need an expansion now to 
give us time to prepare for the future but than dont actually plan for the future in a responsible way. 
Its a lot like the auto industry asking for billions before submitting a plan to become competitive. 
  
5. The citys application actually offers a short term solution that eliminates the need for the proposed expansion. Thats right the city 
has offered a pay-as-you-throw program which would make up the lost revenue from not excepting garbage from outside the capital 
district. Based on the citys own revised application it is clear that city could eliminate the need for expansion by merely accepting only 
refuse from the capital district and charging city residents $2.00 a bag.  This may be the first DEC application where the applicant has 
asked for a landfill permit after demonstrating that in point of fact there is no need for one. 
Bizarre indeed! 
  
  
  
  
 Based on the arguments above and all of the environmental and human health arguments made at the hearing I believe as follows. 
  
The proposed expansion should be denied indefinitely but in the worst case alternative ( and I mean that) I propose that the application 
be denied until such time that the city submits a revised application that includes detailed plans to open a waste facility at alternative 
sites other than the C2 site. 
  
  



Sincerely, 
  
Patrick Sorsby 
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
From: patsorsby@hotmail.comTo: r4dep@gw.dec.state.ny.usSubject: Re: May comments be e-mailed to this e-mail by the 15th?Date: 
Thu, 11 Dec 2008 16:39:01 +0000 
 
  Dear Mr. Angelo,    Can we e-mail comments about the proposed albany landfill expansion. If so I assume they will be made apart of 
the record.    Lastly I agree with Attorney Henner in that the given time frame for comment is inadequate. I know that a lions share of 
the comments you will receive are from members of Save the Pine bush and residents near the dump. HOWEVER,  as I am an avid 
runner, a University at Albany and Albany Law alumni, I feel given more time there are more diverse voices that could and should be 
brought into this debate.    Presently I am working to get letters from the HMRRC and Albany running exchange in opposition to the 
expansion.   A strong argument for an extention to the comment period is the fact that the City has of its volition introduced a new 
alternative to the expansion of landfill.   This new alternative (a pay-as-you throw program in the city of Albany) has introduced an 
entirely new issue to the landfill expansion debate. Namely the issue is whether or not a pay-as-you throw program could generate 
revenue sufficient to eliminate the need for importing waste to the Rapp road landfill. If the answer to this question is yes than the 
annual waste intake at Rapp road would shrink by a minimum of 50% to 80% which would extend the maximum capacity date from 
the end of 2009 to somewhere between the end of 2010 and the end of 2017. Thus the city of its own accord within the last couple of 
months has introduced as part of its revised application a completely new alternative that has significant tax implications and which 
ironically may in fact eliminate the need for expansion at all.    Therefore as matter of fundamental fairness and sound deliberation it is 
imperative that the DEC extend the comment period so that public may adequately weigh and respond to the citys' new alternative to 
landfill expansion. Sincerely, Patrick Sorsby 
 
 
 
Send e-mail anywhere. No map, no compass. Get your Hotmail® account now. 
_________________________________________________________________ 
You live life online. So we put Windows on the web.  
http://clk.atdmt.com/MRT/go/127032869/direct/01/ 



Comments on Rapp Road Landfill Expansin Permit Aplication.txt
   From:  James Travers <jatrav@yahoo.com>
 To: Andy Marcuccio <aamarcuc@gw.dec.state.ny.us>
 CC: <r4dep@gw.dec.state.ny.us>
 Date:  12/19/2008 12:00 PM
 Subject:  Comments on Rapp Road Landfill Expansin Permit Aplication
 Attachments: AnswersGEISExecutiveSummary by Malcom Pirnie August 1990.pdf; 
Misleading In

formation 95001.pdf; Misleading Information 95002.pdf; Misleading Informati
on ANSWERS Consortium Communities Map004.pdf; INFORMATION BULLETIN City of 
Albany Rapp Road Landfill Expansion January 2006.wps; Information Bulletin 
Long Range Siting Process ANSWERS Solid Waste Management Planning Unit Janu
ary 2006.wps; city-mitigates-odor-problem.pdf; TU Article 7-25-95 Albany Ha
s Dim View of Rensselaer Dump001.pdf; ATSDR Health Studies Related to Landf
ill Gas Exposures.wps; 40CFR258.12 - Page 396 - 397 MSW Landdfills Location
 Restrictions - Wetlands.wps; TU Article 1-18-08 Keeping landfill option op
en.wps; Albany%20Landfill%20Report%20Comptroller[1].pdf; Angelo A Marcuccio
.doc

Angelo A Marcuccio
NYSDEC Region 4 Headquarters
1130 North Westcott Rd
Schenectady, NY 12306
(518)357-2069
r4dep@gw.dec.state.ny.us
 
Dear Mr. Marcuccio,
 
Please find attached my further comments, in addition to those given at the Dec. 3 
Legislative Hearing, regarding permit application number 4-0101-00171/00011 which 
was submitted by the City of Albany seeking DEC approval for the modification of 
their existing municipal solid waste management permit for the expansion of their 
Rapp Road Landfill. 
 
As indicated in the opening of the attached comments, which has been taken from the 
notice of completed application as published in the Environmental Notice Bulletin on
October 22, 2008, the proposed expansion involves a modification to the landfill's 
existing Solid Waste Management permit (DEC# 4-0101-00171/00011); a 
modification/renewal to the facility's Air Title V permit (DEC# 4-0101-00171/00013);
a new Freshwater Wetlands permit (DEC# 4-0101-00171/00015); a new Section 401 Water 
Quality Certification (DEC# 4-0101-00171/00016); and a SPDES Stormwater permit for 
construction related activities.
 
Jim Travers
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Angelo A Marcuccio 
NYSDEC Region 4 Headquarters 
1130 North Westcott Rd 
Schenectady, NY 12306 
(518)357-2069 
r4dep@gw.dec.state.ny.us 
  
Dear Mr. Marcuccio, 
  
Please find attached my further comments, in addition to those given at the 
Dec. 3 Legislative Hearing, regarding permit application number 4-0101-
00171/00011 which was submitted by the City of Albany seeking DEC 
approval for the modification of their existing municipal solid waste 
management permit for the expansion of their Rapp Road Landfill.  
  
As indicated in the opening of the attached comments, which has been taken 
from the notice of completed application as published in the Environmental 
Notice Bulletin on October 22, 2008, the proposed expansion involves a 
modification to the landfill's existing Solid Waste Management permit (DEC# 
4-0101-00171/00011); a modification/renewal to the facility's Air Title V 
permit (DEC# 4-0101-00171/00013); a new Freshwater Wetlands permit 
(DEC# 4-0101-00171/00015); a new Section 401 Water Quality Certification 
(DEC# 4-0101-00171/00016); and a SPDES Stormwater permit for 
construction related activities. 
  
Jim Travers 
 



Angelo A Marcuccio 
NYSDEC Region 4 Headquarters 
1130 North Westcott Rd 
Schenectady, NY 12306 
(518)357-2069 
r4dep@gw.dec.state.ny.us 
 
Re:  
 
http://www.dec.ny.gov/enb/20081022_reg4.html#401010017100011 
 

Albany County 
Applicant: 

City of Albany 
City Hall 
24 Eagle St 
Albany, NY 12207 

Facility: 

Albany Landfill 
Rapp Rd 
Albany, NY 12205 

Application ID: 

4-0101-00171/00011 

Permit(s) Applied for: 

Article 19 Air Title V Facility 
Article 24 Freshwater Wetlands 
Article 27 Title 7 Solid Waste Management 
Section 401 - Clean Water Act Water Quality Certification 

Project is Located: 

Albany, Albany County 

 
Project Description: 



The City of Albany proposes a modification to its current 6NYCRR Part 360 
landfill permit to allow for an expansion of its interim landfill operations at the 
Rapp Road facility onto City-owned lands located east of the existing landfill. The 
proposed expansion, commonly referred to as the "Eastern Expansion," will allow 
the City to continue to meet the solid waste disposal needs of City residents and 
businesses as well as the communities that make up the Albany New York Solid 
Waste Energy Recovery System (ANSWERS) Solid Waste Management 
Planning Unit, and the Capital Region as a whole.  
 
The main components of the landfill expansion include a landfill liner system, 
leachate collection and removal system and a landfill gas control system. The 
Eastern Expansion of the landfill involves an overfill of approximately 23 acres of 
the existing landfill and a lateral expansion of approximately 15 acres that 
includes 2 acres within the existing landfill operations area (disturbed/developed 
lands) and 13 acres within undeveloped City-owned property directly to the 
northeast. The City proposes to relocate existing landfill infrastructure including 
offices, the recycling building, and other accessory uses to several privately-
owned parcels totaling approximately 3.5 acres located directly east of the landfill 
entrance road. The proposed expansion would have a project capacity of 
approximately two million tons and is projected to extend the life of the current 
landfill for approximately 6.5 years. 
 
The expansion would require the direct filling 5.05 acres of wetlands and an 
additional 4.06 acres of wetlands would be regraded as part of the overall 
wetland mitigation and restoration plan. The mitigation plan for the wetland 
impacts will involve the creation of 22.14 acres of new wetlands in areas that are 
currently uplands. An additional 27.45 acres of existing wetlands would be 
enhanced in quality and function. 
 
The proposed expansion involves a modification to the landfill's existing Solid 
Waste Management permit (DEC# 4-0101-00171/00011); a modification/renewal 
to the facility's Air Title V permit (DEC# 4-0101-00171/00013); a new Freshwater 
Wetlands permit (DEC# 4-0101-00171/00015); a new Section 401 Water Quality 
Certification (DEC# 4-0101-00171/00016); and a SPDES Stormwater permit for 



construction related activities. 
 
Public Legislative Hearing: A legislative public comment hearing will be held on 
Wednesday, December 3, 2008, commencing at 7:00 p.m. at the Polish 
Community Center, Washington Avenue Extension, Albany. All persons having 
an interest in this project are urged to attend or be represented either individually 
or collectively and provide verbal comments on the pending applications. 
 
This hearing location is reasonably accessible to persons with a mobility 
impairment. Interpreter services may also be made available to deaf persons, at 
no charge, upon written request to the DEC Contact Person named below, no 
less than 10 days prior to the hearing, pursuant to SAPA § 202(1). 
 
Following the hearing, the Department will make a determination on whether 
substantive or significant issues have been raised as defined in 6NYCRR Part 
621 Uniform Procedures and whether an Adjudicatory Hearing Issues 
Conference should be scheduled before an Administrative Law Judge. In order to 
raise substantive and significant issues written comments expressing objections 
to or opposition to the application must explain the basis of that opposition and 
identify the specific grounds which could lead the Department to deny or impose 
significant permit conditions on the project. 
 
Availability of Documents: The Department has prepared a draft Air Title V 
permit which may be reviewed, along with the Supplement Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement, and supporting documentation, at the locations listed below 
during normal business hours: 
City of Albany, Office of General Services, 1 Connors Blvd., Albany, NY 12205 
City of Albany, Main Library, 161 Washington Ave., Albany, NY 12210 Town of 
Colonie - William K. Sanford Library, 629 Albany-Shaker Road, Loudonville, NY 
12211 NYS DEC Region 4 Office, 1130 North Westcott Road, Schenectady, NY 
12306 
In addition, the documents are posted on the world wide web for accessibility by 
interested parties on the Capital Region Solid Waste Management Partnership 
website at: http://www.capitalregionlandfill.com 



 
Opportunity for Public Comment: Written comments may be submitted to the 
DEC Region 4 office E-mail address at: r4dep@gw.dec.state.ny.us or to the 
Region 4 office address listed in this notice. All comments should be addressed 
to the attention of the DEC Contact person listed in this Notice and must be 
received by DEC no later than Close of Business (4:45 p.m.) on December 15, 
2008. Comments should include specific information relative to the project. 

Availability of Application Documents: 

Filed application documents, and Department draft permits where applicable, are 
available for inspection during normal business hours at the address of the 
contact person. To ensure timely service at the time of inspection, it is 
recommended that an appointment be made with the contact person. 

State Environmental Quality Review (SEQR) Determination: 

A draft environmental impact statement has been prepared on this project and is 
on file. 

SEQR Lead Agency: NYS Department of Environmental Conservation 

State Historic Preservation Act (SHPA) Determination: 

A cultural resources survey has been completed. Based on information provided 
in the survey report, the New York State Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic 
Preservation (OPRHP) has determined that the proposed activity will have no 
impact on registered or eligible archaeological sites or historic structures. No 
further review in accordance with SHPA is required. 

Coastal Management: 

This project is not located in a Coastal Management area and is not subject to 
the Waterfront Revitalization and Coastal Resources Act. 

Opportunity for Public Comment: 

Comments on this project must be submitted in writing to the Contact Person no 
later than Dec 15, 2008. 

Contact: 



Angelo A Marcuccio 
NYSDEC Region 4 Headquarters 
1130 North Westcott Rd 
Schenectady, NY 12306 
(518)357-2069 

r4dep@gw.dec.state.ny.us 

Dear Mr. Marcuccio, 

Please find herein my comments regarding permit application number 4-0101-
00171/00011 which was submitted by the City of Albany seeking DEC approval 
for the modification of their existing municipal solid waste management permit for 
the expansion of their Rapp Road Landfill. As indicated above, which has been 
taken from the notice of completed application as published in the Environmental 
Notice Bulletin on October 22, 2008, the proposed expansion involves a 
modification to the landfill's existing Solid Waste Management permit (DEC# 4-
0101-00171/00011); a modification/renewal to the facility's Air Title V permit 
(DEC# 4-0101-00171/00013); a new Freshwater Wetlands permit (DEC# 4-0101-
00171/00015); a new Section 401 Water Quality Certification (DEC# 4-0101-
00171/00016); and a SPDES Stormwater permit for construction related 
activities. 
First and foremost, DEC must reject and deny this application because it is 
incomplete. Secondly, because this application requires intrusion into sensitive 
wetlands in violation of CFR 258.12 (attached) and because it runs contrary to 
the "No Net Loss" (of wetlands) policy of the EPA it must not be allowed. A lateral 
expansion of the existing Rapp Road Landfill, which requires the destruction of 
existing wetlands, will surely discharge both treated and untreated leachate into 
Albany's nearby and virtually contiguous emergency water supply.  
This area is also known to contain many endangered species. 
In the past DEC has permitted several expansions of this landfill which is located 
above a principal aquifer in clear violation of 6 NYCRR Part 360 2.12 (c) without 
the applicant meeting all of the exclusionary requirements. Another expansion 
cannot be permitted. Again the City has not met the exclusionary conditions as 
set forth in subsection 2.12. No Stability studies are included in the application 
and other nearby capacity is available for the city's waste disposal. (See attached 
Albany Times Union article dated 1-18-08 "Keeping landfill option open") The 
City's application doesn't mention or explore the potential for utilizing this fully 
operational permitted Northumberland landfill.  
The City has been fined by the DEC for violations of its Title V air permit and I 



contend that after trying several technologies and expending well in excess of 
one million dollars, the City is still unable to control the odors, which are known to 
contain toxic chemical components dangerous to Human Health. (See attached 
ASTDR document relating to various health studies of individuals living in close 
proximity to landfills, particularly #3 "Study of Cancer Incidences Surrounding 
Municipal Solid Waste Landfills, New York State")  
Regarding Recycling, the city has done relatively little to enhance its most basic 
existing program and has until after the submission this most recent application 
has not provided the public with much education about recycling or waste 
reduction. As early as 1990, the date of the attached Malcom Pirnie report, 
Albany has continually ignored or done as little as possible to comply with DEC 
rules regarding recycling. Even after receiving over the past few years grants of 
nearly $200,000, the only thing the citizens of Albany have been offered is on 
optional "green bin" if they choose to request one. 
As far as financial hardship is concerned, the City has created it's own situation. 
Some time ago the City offered major haulers a much less costly tipping fee than 
its ANSWERS members, who dump more than twice the waste of Albany and the 
member communities combined.  
In fact the City's goal has continually run contrary to DEC's goal of Waste 
Reduction. The City has done everything in its power to increase the intake of 
garbage at Rapp Road since the last expansion, seeking and being granted 
increases in Daily Tonnages permitted and by extending their days of operation. 
There has been no accounting as to why the landfill has been filled six years 
earlier than their consultants and DEC predicted it was to last. According to 
former City of Albany Comptroller Nitido, the City nets approximately three million 
dollars a year from landfill derived revenue. When the more than two million 
dollars waste collection services fees are tallied onto this, their profit becomes 
barely negligible. 
Please deny this application. The Planning Unit communities have not been in 
compliance with the required recycling regulations as set forth by DEC in their 
MSW Planning Unit Plan guidelines. 
Thank You. 
Sincerely, 
 
James Travers 
587 Blodgett Hill Road 



Ravena, New York 12143 
518-756-7591 
jatrav@yahoo.com 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
[Code of Federal Regulations] 
[Title 40, Volume 22] 
[Revised as of July 1, 2003] 
From the U.S. Government Printing Office via GPO Access 
[CITE: 40CFR258.12] 
 
[Page 396-397] 
  
                   TITLE 40--PROTECTION OF ENVIRONMENT 
  
         CHAPTER I--ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (CONTINUED) 
  
PART 258--CRITERIA FOR MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE LANDFILLS--Table of 
Contents 
  
                    Subpart B--Location Restrictions 
  
Sec. 258.12  Wetlands. 
 
    (a) New MSWLF units and lateral expansions shall not be located 
in wetlands, unless the owner or operator can make the following  
demonstrations to the Director of an approved State: 
 
    (1) Where applicable under section 404 of the Clean Water Act or  
applicable State wetlands laws, the presumption that practicable  
alternative to the proposed landfill is available which does not 
involve wetlands is clearly rebutted; 
 
    (2) The construction and operation of the MSWLF unit will not: 
 
    (i) Cause or contribute to violations of any applicable State 
water quality standard, 
 
    (ii) Violate any applicable toxic effluent standard or 
prohibition under Section 307 of the Clean Water Act, 
 
    (iii) Jeopardize the continued existence of endangered or 
threatened species or result in the destruction or adverse 
modification of a critical habitat, protected under the Endangered 
Species Act of 1973, And 
 
    (iv) Violate any requirement under the Marine Protection, 
Research, and Sanctuaries Act of 1972 for the protection of a marine 
sanctuary; 



 

 

 
    (3) The MSWLF unit will not cause or contribute to significant  
degradation of wetlands. The owner or operator must demonstrate the  
integrity of the MSWLF unit and its ability to protect ecological  
resources by addressing the following factors: 
 
    (i) Erosion, stability, and migration potential of native wetland  
soils, muds and deposits used to support the MSWLF unit; 
 
    (ii) Erosion, stability, and migration potential of dredged and 
fill materials used to support the MSWLF unit; 
 
    (iii) The volume and chemical nature of the waste managed in the  
MSWLF unit; 
 
    (iv) Impacts on fish, wildlife, and other aquatic resources and  
their habitat from release of the solid waste; 
 
    (v) The potential effects of catastrophic release of waste to the  
wetland and the resulting impacts on the environment; and 
 
    (vi) Any additional factors, as necessary, to demonstrate that  
ecological resources in the wetland are sufficiently protected. 
 
[[Page 397]] 
 
    (4) To the extent required under section 404 of the Clean Water 
Act or applicable State wetlands laws, steps have been taken to 
attempt to achieve no net loss of wetlands (as defined by acreage and 
function) by first avoiding impacts to wetlands to the maximum extent 
practicable as required by paragraph (a)(1) of this section, then 
minimizing unavoidable impacts to the maximum extent practicable, and 
finally offsetting remaining unavoidable wetland impacts through all 
appropriate and practicable compensatory mitigation actions (e.g., 
restoration of existing degraded wetlands or creation of man-made 
wetlands); and 
 
    (5) Sufficient information is available to make a reasonable  
determination with respect to these demonstrations. 
 
    (b) For purposes of this section, wetlands means those areas that  
are defined in 40 CFR 232.2(r). 
 
 
 
 

















































































































































 

 

3. Study of Cancer Incidences Surrounding Municipal Solid Waste Landfills, New York 
State  
 
See Appendix C - http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/HAC/landfill/html/appc.html 
 
from ASTDR site http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/HAC/landfill/html/toc.html 
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Landfill Gas Primer 

An Overview for Environmental Health Professionals  
 
 
Appendix C: Health Studies Related to Landfill Gas Exposures  
 
This appendix summarizes five studies that were undertaken to assess the potential health 
effects of landfill gas exposure over the long term:  
 

Study of Reproductive Effects from Exposure to Landfill Gas, Montreal, Canada  
 

Study of Cancer Incidences Surrounding a Municipal Solid Waste Landfill, Montreal, 
Canada  
 

Study of Cancer Incidences Surrounding Municipal Solid Waste Landfills, New York State  
 

A Panel Study of Respiratory Outcomes, Staten Island, New York  
 

Risk of Congenital Anomalies near Hazardous Waste Landfill Sites in Europe: the 
EUROHAZCON Study  

 
1. Study of Reproductive Effects from Exposure to Landfill Gas, Montreal, Canada  
 
Goldberg MS, Goulet L, Riberdy H, and Bonvalot Y. Low birth weight and preterm births 
among infants born to women living near a municipal solid waste landfill site in Montreal, 
Quebec. Environ Res.: 1995. 69(1): 37-50. 
 
Researchers in Montreal conducted a study of landfill gas emissions to evaluate potential 
reproductive impacts from living near a municipal solid waste landfill. The study design 



 

 

included comparing instances of low birth weight, very low birth weight, premature birth, and 
smallness for gestational age for populations living near the landfill and assumed to be 
exposed to landfill gases versus reference populations living beyond the area where exposure 
was assumed. Control or reference areas were selected based on sociodemographic factors. 
Potential exposures to landfill gas were defined by exposure zones around the landfill site. 
Sampling data, however, were not available to quantify exposures. Information was gathered 
from the Quebec birth registration file.  
 
Researchers found that there were elevated instances of low birth weight and smallness for 
gestational age in the areas where exposure was assumed. No increase in instances of very 
low birth weight or premature birth was found. The researchers could not definitively conclude 
whether low birth weight and smallness for gestational age are associated with exposure to 
landfill gas. The effects of all potentially important confounding factors could not be 
addressed, and detailed environmental exposure assessments were not available. 
Researchers recommended that additional studies be conducted to support or refute their 
evidence.  
 
2. Study of Cancer Incidences Surrounding a Municipal Solid Waste Landfill, Montreal, 
Canada  
 
Goldberg MS, Al-Homsi N, Goulet L, and Riberdy H. Incidence of cancer among persons 
living near a municipal solid waste landfill site in Montreal, Quebec. Archives of Environmental 
Health. 50(6): 416-424. Nov/ Dec 1995.  
 
Goldberg MS, Seimiatyck J, DeWar R, Desy M, and Riberdy H. Risks of Developing Cancer 
Relative to Living Near a Municipal Solid Waste Landfill in Montreal, Quebec, Canada. 
Archives of Environmental Health. 54(4): 291-296. July/August 1999.  
 
The Miron Quarry municipal solid waste landfill is located in a heavily populated area. 
Approximately 100,000 people live within 2 kilometers (1.5 miles). This landfill, which operated 
between 1968 and the late 1990s, is also the third largest landfill in North America. Because 
of its proximity to a large residential population, there has been concern that landfill gases 
released into the air may have impacted public health. Beginning in 1980, landfill gases were 
collected and flared; however, the collection system was inefficient and combustion was likely 
incomplete. Therefore, some landfill gases were still entering the ambient air. Sampling from 
the gas collection system detected 35 chemicals, including the recognized human 
carcinogens benzene and vinyl chloride and the suspected human carcinogens methylene 
chloride, chloroform, 1,2-dichloroethane, bromodichloromethane, tetrachloroethylene, 1,4-
dichlorobenzene, 1,2-dibromoethane, and carbon tetrachloride.  
 
Because of health concerns, researchers conducted a study to evaluate cancer incidences in 
populations living near the Miron Quarry landfill. This study was the first of its kind. The 
researchers established four exposure zones based on distance from the landfill boundary 
and prevailing wind direction. The researchers also selected four reference zones based on 
socioeconomic factors where people were not expected to have been exposed to the landfill 



 

 

gas. Researchers used the Quebec Tumor Registry, a population-based cancer registry, to 
evaluate whether cancer incidence among persons who lived near the site was higher than 
the incidence in the reference zones during the period 1981 to 1988.  
 
A statistical analysis found that among men living in the exposure zone closest to the site, 
elevated risks were observed for cancers of the prostate, stomach, liver, and lungs. Among 
women, rates of stomach cancer and cervix uteri cancer were elevated, but breast cancer 
incidence was less than expected. The researchers concluded, however, that there are limits 
to these findings. Quebec residents who were treated outside of Quebec were not included in 
the tumor registry. To the researchers’ knowledge, the reliability of the data retained in the 
registry has not been investigated. Although monitoring data for gas in the collection system 
were available, no data regarding contaminant concentrations in ambient air were available. 
The researchers, therefore, were unable to assess cancer incidence directly in relation to 
landfill gas concentrations. No information was available regarding residential history, 
specifically the duration of residence. The researchers also noted that the landfill began 
operation in 1968, and the study time encompassed 1981 to 1988. Therefore, the maximum 
latency period was only 20 years, considered a short latency period for solid tumors. Because 
of the lack of environmental data and other limiting factors, the researchers stated that they 
were unable to conclude whether the excess cancer risks found in this study represent true 
associations with exposure to landfill gas or other factors. The researchers recommended 
additional study.  
 
An additional study was conducted to further evaluate the cancer incidence in the vicinity of 
the Miron Quarry landfill. Investigators used face-to-face interviews to obtain information 
about key risk factors. The main limitations of the study were the absence of complete lifetime 
residential histories, the relatively short period from the first exposure (1968) to cancer onset, 
and the use of distance measurements to define “exposure” in lieu of actual measurements of 
exposure. The results of the analyses suggest possible associations between living near the 
landfill and liver cancer, kidney cancer, pancreatic cancer, and non-Hodgkin’s lymphomas. 
The statistical evidence is not persuasive, however, according to investigators. This study did 
not show an excess of stomach cancer. The finding most consistent with the earlier study was 
the excess risk of liver cancers in high-exposure zones. Without actual exposure data, no 
strong conclusions can be drawn, but investigators controlled for other risk factors (e. g., 
alcohol consumption, hepatitis-B virus) and noted the presence of vinyl chloride (a recognized 
liver carcinogen) in the landfill gas collection system.  
 
3. Study of Cancer Incidences Surrounding Municipal Solid Waste Landfills, New York 
State  
 
ATSDR. Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry. U. S. Department of Health and 
Human Services. Investigation of cancer incidence and residence near 38 landfills with soil 
gas migration conditions, New York State, 1980-1989. Prepared by the New York State 
Department of Health, Division of Occupational Health and Environmental Epidemiology, 
Bureau of Environmental and Occupational Epidemiology. PB98-142144. June 1998.  
 



 

 

Continuing public concern about cancer rates and exposure to toxic substances, specifically 
those in landfill gases, prompted the New York Department of Health (NYSDOH) to conduct a 
study of cancer incidence among people living near landfills.  
 
From the hundreds of landfills located in New York State, NYSDOH selected 38 landfills for 
inclusion in this study. These landfills were selected because information indicated that gas 
production and movement could create conditions for possible exposures. Of these landfills, 
30 began operation before 1970. These landfills were not lined or capped as they would be if 
constructed today because New York State and the federal governments did not begin 
regulating landfills until 1973 and 1976, respectively. Gas collection systems had been 
installed in 22 of the study landfills at the time of the NYSDOH study. By the end of the 1980s, 
only three of the study landfills were operating; currently none are active.  
 
At each of the 38 landfills selected for study, NYSDOH identified potential exposure areas and 
reference areas where no exposure was expected. The potential exposure areas were 
identified as a ring around the landfill boundary where landfill gas was migrating according to 
sampling data. For most of the landfills, this area extended 250 feet from the landfill boundary. 
At four landfills, sampling data indicated that the area of potential exposure should extend 500 
feet from the landfill boundary, and at one landfill the area extended 1,000 feet from the landfill 
boundary. The reference areas were identified as the area within the same zip code as the 
landfill, but beyond the ring that defined the potential exposure areas.  
 
Data from the New York State Cancer Registry were used to identify leukemia, non-Hodgkin’s 
lymphoma; liver, lung, kidney, bladder, and brain cancer cases diagnosed during the 10-year 
period between 1980 to 1989. Using death certificates files, NYSDOH also identified non-
cancer deaths which occurred in the potential exposure areas and reference areas during the 
same 10-year period. The residential address for each cancer case and each non-cancer 
death was used to pinpoint the resident locations in relation to the potential exposure areas 
and reference areas. To determine if higher than expected cancer cases were occurring within 
the potential exposure areas, NYSDOH compared the proportion of cancer cases to non-
cancer deaths in the potential exposure areas to the proportion of cancer cases to non-cancer 
deaths in the reference areas. Of the 9,020 cancer cases identified, 49 were within the 
potential exposure areas. Of the 9,169 noncancer deaths identified, 36 were within the 
potential exposure areas.  
 
Using a statistical comparison of these results, this study found a statistically significant 
fourfold elevation of risk for bladder cancer and leukemia for women living in the areas of 
potential exposure. This means that the statistical tests show that it is very unlikely, but not 
impossible, that the higher-than-expected number of cases of these two types of cancer in the 
area of potential exposure occurred just by chance. For the other five cancers examined in 
females and the seven cancers examined in males, no statistically significant increase in 
cancer incidence was found.  
 
These results should be viewed with consideration of the study’s limitations, including the lack 
of exposure (type and duration of exposure) and possible confounding factors. It is possible 



 

 

that unidentified personal risk factors, such as smoking or occupation, could have played a 
role in the findings. In addition, no data were available to confirm that individuals were 
exposed to landfill gas or what the chemicals were in the landfill gas. Only a person’s address 
at the time of diagnosis was used for mapping his or her location. The length of time people 
lived at their homes before being diagnosed with cancer was unknown; a person in the study 
could have recently moved. This is important because of the latency period between the 
beginning of the cancer’s growth and its later appearance and diagnosis. For most cancers, 
the period of latency is thought to be between 10 and 20 years.  
 
NYDOH concluded that this study does not prove that there is a relationship between living 
very close to the landfill and female bladder cancer and leukemia. But the study does suggest 
that there may be an increased risk for these cancers for women who lived within 250 feet of 
the landfills during the 1960s and 1970s, based on the reporting dates of cancer incidence 
and the expected latency period. Since the 1960s and 1970s, when individuals may have 
been exposed, cleanup efforts have changed the conditions at New York State landfills. As a 
result, this study does not provide information about health risks related to living near landfills 
today.  
 
To further assess potential cancer effects from living near landfills, NYDOH is conducting 
additional review of medical records for leukemia and bladder cancer cases for people who 
lived in the area of potential exposure. A second study is planned using a different group of 
controls to see if the initial study findings can be verified. The initial study will be updated to 
include cancers diagnosed through 1994 and will include additional review of data that are 
relevant to past landfill conditions. Sampling will be conducted at selected landfills to assess 
current conditions.  
 
4. A Panel Study of Respiratory Outcomes, Staten Island, New York  
 
ATSDR. Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry. A Panel Study of Acute 
Respiratory Outcomes, Staten Island, New York. Draft Final Report for Public Comment. 
August 20, 1999.  
 
In the early 1990s, a community member living near the Fresh Kills Municipal Landfill in 
Staten Island, New York— one of the largest MSW landfills in North America—requested that 
ATSDR conduct a public health assessment to address health concerns about living near this 
landfill. Residents questioned if odors and gas emissions from the landfill might be the cause 
of asthma and other breathing illnesses in the area. To address these concerns, ATSDR 
conducted a health study of the nearby communities. The study was undertaken to gain a 
better understanding of the possible health risks posed by the landfill to area residents. 
ATSDR designed the study to focus on asthma sufferers and assess how hydrogen sulfide 
concentrations, odors, and proximity of residence to the landfill might affect respiratory 
function.  
 
A group of more than 150 community residents, ranging in age from 15 through 65 years, 
reported as having asthma volunteered to participate in the study. Over 80% of the study 



 

 

participants had lived on Staten Island for at least 5 years. For a 6-week period from July 
through September 1997, when annual landfill emissions tend to be at their peak, study 
participants completed a daily diary to record perceived odors, measures of respiratory 
symptoms, and daily activities. Participants also measured their lung function each morning 
and evening with a peak flow meter. During this same period, ATSDR conducted continuous 
air monitoring in the study area to assess ambient air concentrations of hydrogen sulfide (a 
common source of the rotten egg odor), ozone, and particulate matter. Pollen and fungi counts 
and meteorologic data, which are confounding factors that can influence study results, were 
also sampled. ATSDR also conducted a separate odor impact survey to provide an 
independent odor assessment.  
 
ATSDR concluded that the measured levels of hydrogen sulfide and other parameters were 
not high enough to cause health problems. When study participants reported that they smelled 
rotten eggs or garbage, they also reported that they were more likely to wheeze or experience 
difficulties in breathing. A moderate decline in lung function was also documented on days 
when participants reported these odors. Results varied throughout the study group by factors 
such as the participant’s age and how long he or she had suffered from asthma. Laboratory 
measurements of hydrogen sulfide, however, did not correlate increased hydrogen sulfide 
concentrations with increased respiratory symptoms or peak flow.  
 
ATSDR concluded that the results of this study suggest that the perception of odors is 
associated with worsening of respiratory symptoms of some people in the study group. Future 
investigations of potential health effects associated with the landfill should consider odor 
issues.  
 
5. Risk of Congenital Anomalies Near Hazardous Waste Landfill Sites in Europe: The 
EUROHAZCON Study  
 
Dolk H, Vrijheid M, Armstrong B, Abramsky L, Bianchi F, Garne E, et al. Risk of congenital 
anomalies near hazardous waste landfill sites in Europe: the EUROHAZCON Study. Lancet. 
1998; 352: 423-27.  
 
In 1998, researchers in Europe published the results of a study conducted to assess the 
relationship between residence near a hazardous waste landfill and birth defects. Several 
research centers in Europe maintain regional-population based registers of congential 
anomalies (birth defects). These registers also included data on live births, stillbirths, and 
pregnancy termination after prenatal diagnosis.  
 
To assess the relationship between birth defects and residence near a hazardous waste 
landfill, the researchers identified 21 landfills in five countries (Belgium, Denmark, France, 
Italy, and the United Kingdom) that were located in areas covered by the registers. The landfill 
and an area within a 7-kilometer (km) radius was identified as the study area. The area within 
a 3-km radius of the landfill was designated as the “proximate” zone and the area between a 
3-and 7-km radius of the landfill served as the control zone.  
 



 

 

Researchers reviewed the congential anomaly registers for a time period extending from 
when the register began to at least 5 years after operation of the nearby landfill began to 
identify study and control cases. Study cases in the proximate zone and control cases in the 
control zone were identified geographically by the mother’s address or postcode at the time of 
birth. Once data were collected, researchers conducted statistical analyses to evaluate the 
expected number of birth defect occurrences and the actual number of birth defect 
occurrences in both the study and control areas.  
 
The study concluded that there was a small, but significant, increased risk of birth defects to 
babies whose mothers lived within 3-km of a hazardous waste landfill. Neural-tube defects, 
malformations of the cardiac septa, and malformation of the great arteries and veins had an 
increased risk of occurrence. Researchers noted that socioeconomic status is a potential, but 
unlikely, confounding factor in this study. Another, potentially more important confounding 
factor is the presence of other industrial sites or toxic exposures near landfill sites. This study 
did not, however, measure actual chemical exposures of women residing near the landfill 
sites. Researchers felt that direct measure of exposures and birth defects would better 
establish a causal relationship. Researchers suggested that further study is needed.  
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City Mitigates Odor Problem and Establishes Odor Complaint Hotline. 
 
The City of Albany has taken a systemic approach to determine the cause and eliminate 
odors at the landfill.  This approach was taken due to the number of potential odor 
sources at the landfill site.  Potential odor sources included: incoming wastes, emissions 
from the leachate collection system, emissions from combustion of landfill gas at the 
flare unit, emissions for the internal combustion engines at the site and landfill gas 
generated by older waste within the landfill mass.   
 
An investigation was performed to determine the odors generated by each potential 
source and the impact of these odors off the landfill site.  To determine the impact of the 
incoming wastes, an assessment of filling and daily cover operations was performed.  The 
assessment revealed that the deposition of the incoming waste in the landfill had little 
impact on off site odors, however, placement of additional daily cover at the end of each 
workday was determined to be required to reduce odors generated in the area of the 
recently placed waste.  The use of additional daily cover has resulted in a reduction of 
odors off site that may have been contributed to by incoming placed waste. 
 
An investigation of the leachate collection system included an odor survey along the 
collection system piping alignment and manholes to determine any sources of odors that 
may migrate off site.  The survey revealed that although several points of the system may 
generate odors, they are likely not having an impact off site, however, these points have 
been sealed or connected to the landfill gas collection system. 
 
Emissions from the combustion of the landfill gas at the flare system and internal 
combustion engines was evaluated to determine if the exhaust from the combustion of the 
landfill gas was attributing to odors detected off site.  The evaluation included analysis of 
the landfill gas before combustion, review of the combustion efficiency and analysis of 
the exhaust.  The evaluation determined that exhaust from the flare system and internal 
combustion engines have a slight odor associated with them, however, this odor is 
generally dissipated before having an impact off site.  Investigation of remedial 
alternatives to reduce exhaust odors generated through combustion are currently be 
evaluated. 
 
Based on the overall investigations conducted, the largest source of off site odors was 
determined to be from fugitive emissions of landfill gas generated by older waste in the 
landfill mass.  Scans performed over the landfill surface indicated that landfill gas was 
escaping through the soil cover and migrating off site.  In addition, efficiently 
calculations of the landfill gas collection system indicated that landfill gas was not 
completely collected and escaping through the landfill soil cover.  To mitigate the 
fugitive emissions migrating off the landfill site, and not negatively impact the quality of 
the gas being utilized to produce energy, an interim cap system was constructed over the 
landfill slopes and areas with gas escaping to capture and collect the landfill gas prior to 
migrating off site.  The interim cap consisted of a shallow gas collection system and 
impermeable plastic membrane and associated drainage features.  The City has also 



installed additional collection points within the waste mass to collect more landfill gas.  
These measures have increased the collection system efficiency.   
 
To keep the surrounding community informed about operations and the investigations 
performed, the City hosted Odor Control Update Meetings on April 3, 2007 and July 11, 
2007.  These meetings were attended by local municipal representatives, residents 
immediately impacted by the landfill odors and representatives of the NYSDEC. In 
addition, to assist with determining the probable source of odors from the landfill, the 
City established an Odor Complaint Hotline at 453-8288.  The hotline allowed for the 
community surrounding the landfill to call in odor complaints at the time of detection so 
the City could immediately investigate the source of the odor. 
   
Since completion of the investigation and remedial actions summarized above, odors 
detected off the landfill property have been significantly reduced and the number of odor 
complaints regarding the landfill has declined as well. 
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The City of Albany is proposing to expand the existing Rapp Road Landfill in order to continue to meet 
the solid waste disposal needs of City residents and businesses as well as the communities that make up 
the regional solid waste planning unit. The following questions and answers provide some basic 
information about solid waste management in the Capital Region and the landfill expansion project. 
 
1) Who is responsible for waste disposal in the Capital Region? 
 
During the early 1980’s most individual municipal landfills were closed. Municipalities within the 
Capital Region joined state mandated solid waste planning units that became responsible for the 
development of a Solid Waste Management Plan for each planning unit. The City of Albany and 10 
other municipalities joined together to form a planning unit known as the ANSWERS Solid Waste 
Planning Unit that is comprised of the cities of Albany, Rensselaer, and Watervliet, the towns of Berne, 
Bethlehem, Guilderland, Knox, New Scotland, Rensselaerville, and Westerlo, and the villages of Green 
Island and Altamont. 
 
Other municipalities joined other planning units that became responsible for waste management for 
those municipalities, primarily in other counties. The only two solid waste landfills now operating in 
the four county region are the municipally owned and operated landfills in the City of Albany and Town 
of Colonie.  
 
2) What is a Solid Waste Management Plan? 
 
A Solid Waste Management Plan is a document prepared by the regional planning unit that analyzes the 
waste stream of the planning unit and determines appropriate ways to handle, recycle and ultimately 
dispose of solid waste. These plans are required by State Environmental Conservation Law. The 
Answers Plan for the Albany Region communities is a State approved Plan.  
 
3) What does the ANSWERS Solid Waste Management Plan say? 
 
The ANSWERS Solid Waste Management Plan identified materials to be recycled and determined that 
the most cost effective, environmentally sound method for the disposal of residual wastes was 
landfilling. Following the preparation of the Plan, a landfill siting study was prepared that identified a 
number of locations for the development of a new landfill once the existing Rapp Road Landfill was 
closed. This siting study was conducted based on rigorous criteria and screening methods established 
by the NYSDEC for siting any new landfill in New York State. Ultimately, a site known as Site C-2 in 
the Town of Coeymans was identified as the most appropriate site for a new landfill facility. 
 
4) Why do we need another expansion of the Rapp Road Landfill if Site C-2 



 

 

has been selected? 
 
The permitting and design of a new landfill facility can take many years. Decisions made early in the 
process can have long lasting impacts with respect to the cost and life of the new facility. During the 
continued investigations of Site C-2 as required by State law, certain previously unmapped federally 
regulated wetlands were discovered in an area where future phases of the landfill would be developed. 
To develop the site to meet the needs of the Planning Unit for 20 years, a mitigation plan off-setting the 
impacts to these federal wetlands will need to be approved by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The 
implementation of a mitigation plan can be expensive and take a number of years. While initial phases 
of the landfill can be developed without disturbing these federal wetlands, the costs of developing the 
infrastructure for the site would be excessively high without the benefit of developing the site for 20 
years of service. As a result, it is prudent to apply for an expansion of the Rapp Road Landfill while the 
mitigation plan is prepared, approved and implemented. The investigation at Site C-2 has been further 
delayed by repeated litigation challenging the City’s actions regarding the site. 
 
5) Isn’t the Rapp Road Landfill in an environmentally sensitive area? 
 
The Rapp Road Landfill is located in an area adjacent to Exit 24 of the New York State Thruway known 
as the Pine Bush Preserve. The name Pine Bush is taken from its dominant and unique pitch pine and 
scrub oak vegetative community. Areas within the Pine Bush that have not been previously disturbed 
harbor several rare and endangered species. The City looked at several possible expansion alternatives 
at the Rapp Road facilities, and is proceeding with the alternative that appears to have the least impact 
on the Pine Bush Preserve. This alternative is entirely within the City of Albany on land that was 
purchased by the City of Albany in the 1970’s for public purposes. Much of it is part of the existing 
landfill parcel itself. The land is owned by the City of Albany, but had been dedicated to the Pine Bush 
Commission in the early 1990’s for the purposes of management. At that time, it was dedicated as part 
of a concerted effort to achieve 2000 acres of protected Pine Bush habitat. As a result of the success of 
the Pine Bush Commission since that time, over 3000 acres are now in Preserve. 
 
6) Are steps being taken to protect the Pine Bush from any adverse impacts 
related to landfill operations? 
 
The City of Albany has been an active participant in the preservation activities regarding the Pine Bush. 
When the permit for the Albany Interim Landfill was granted in 1990, the City agreed to fund certain 
start-up costs of the Albany Pine Bush Preserve Commission, and to create an endowment of 
approximately $1 million dollars. Additionally, the City has spent approximately $6 million to acquire 
parcels of land necessary to establish a viable preserve. Since 1995, the City has contributed over $1.5 
million dollars to the Albany Pine Bush Preserve Commission through the imposition of a “tip fee 
surcharge” on all waste handled at the landfill. In addition, as part of the closure of previously filled 
sections of the Rapp Road Landfill, the City is utilizing appropriate vegetative species that are 
consistent with the native vegetation found in the Pine Bush. The City is committed to the continued 
use of native vegetative species as part of the closure of sections of the landfill as they are filled so that 
once the entire facility is closed, native Pine Bush species will return to the landfill area. For the 



 

 

proposed expansion, the City will continue to work with the Pine Bush Commission through the 
permitting process, proposing additional mitigation measures, in an effort to offset the loss of the ten 
acres needed for the expansion, and to further advance the preservation of the Pine Bush. 
 
7) What is being done with the methane gas that is generated in the landfill? 
 
Methane gas, a greenhouse gas that is generated as waste decomposes in a landfill, is collected and 
utilized to produce energy at the Rapp Road Landfill. The City currently holds a contract with a private 
entity that utilizes the gas to operate an engine/generator to produce electricity that is directed into the 
NIMO power grid. In 2003, the parent company of the private firm went into bankruptcy and the 
company stopped investing the funds needed to up grade the gas collection and management 
equipment. The City of Albany had to step in and begin the process of gas field improvements itself. 
After two years of legal negotiations, the City has renegotiated the contract and will be taking over 
management of the gas collection infrastructure. The last major equipment upgrade will be installed in 
early February 2006 and the City will begin to manage the entire gas field system. In addition, the City 
is currently negotiating a contract with another private entity that will utilize the methane from a newer 
area to produce compressed natural gas suitable to be used as an alternative to gasoline and diesel fuel 
in vehicles. This will help to reduce dependence in foreign oil. 
 
8) What would occur if the City could no longer use the Rapp Road 
Landfill? 
 
If the Rapp Road Landfill was no longer available for waste disposal, and Site C-2 in Coeymans was 
not yet developed, the City would be forced to develop a transfer station so waste could be exported. 
While at the moment, there are a few large privately operated landfills in the western part of New York 
State that might be able to provide capacity for the City and other planning unit members via a waste 
disposal contract. However, there is no assurance these facilities would be available to the City long 
term. Assuming adequate capacity were available, the waste would need to be loaded onto large trailers 
for transport. The long hauling of waste can be an expensive operation given the cost of fuel and the 
manpower necessary to transport the waste. In addition, the City would have to pay tipping fees at these 
facilities on a per ton basis. As a result, should the City be required to export waste, it is anticipated the 
costs of that operation would far exceed the costs associated with continued operation of a local 
landfill. The cost of waste disposal would then increase for residents and businesses within the Capital 
Region, and the Region would no longer control decisions about where its waste is disposed. This 
would result in higher waste disposal fees for residents, businesses, and institutions alike throughout the 
region. City of Albany residents and businesses would be particularly hard hit due to the loss of landfill 
revenue to the City. Significant tax increases and/or layoffs combined with service cuts would be the 
only recourse to the City. 
 
9) Is a Waste-to-Energy facility a viable option? 
 
There are a number of waste-to-energy facilities in operation within New York State. While the 
technology regarding the pollution control systems associated with these facilities has improved over 



 

 

the years, these types of facilities are very expensive to construct and operate. In general, tipping fees 
associated with waste-to-energy facilities are 3 to 4 times higher than permitted landfill facilities. In 
addition, changes in air pollution control regulations, and subsequent required modifications to control 
systems utilized at waste-to-energy facilities, can significantly affect the long-term economic viability 
of these facilities. Given the construction and operational costs of these facilities, waste-to-energy 
plants must operate at near capacity so that maximum revenue can be generated. This greatly differs 
from a landfill facility where landfill space not utilized in a given day is still available for use in the 
future. Finally, even with a waste to energy plant, you would still need a landfill for the disposal of ash. 
For all these reasons, the ANSWERS Solid Waste Management Plan recommended a regional landfill, 
not a waste-to-energy facility following an exhaustive evaluation of the various treatment and disposal 
options reviewed as part of the planning process. 
 
10) What is being done through recycling programs and other means to 
reduce the need for landfill disposal space?  
 
The City has an aggressive recycling program that collects newspapers, phonebooks, magazines, 
paperboard, cardboard, glass and plastic jars and bottles, and metal cans. The City also collects yard 
waste including grass clippings, leaves and tree branches. In addition, the City also collects bulky items 
such as tires and white goods (refrigerators, washing machines, etc.), and household hazardous waste. 
When all of the individual achievements of the distinct programs are tallied, the program yields an 
approximately 31% diversion rate (based on weight from 2002 totals). This diversion rate is 
accomplished at ‘the curb’. Department of General Services (DGS) staff completes 30,000 collection 
stops weekly collecting over 13,000 tons of recycled material annually. This diversion rate is a ‘solid’ 
number based on actual tonnages and scale data that is derived from weight measurements of DGS 
collection activity. 
 
The goals of the program are defined by two basic paradigms; the micro or local level and the macro or 
global level. The goal of the program in the micro paradigm is to decrease the volume of waste 
disposed at the landfill in order to extend the capacity of the landfill for as long a period as feasible 
 
In terms of the global or macro impacts of the program, the program not only diverts global waste 
inputs but also provides a supply of materials that replace virgin materials in various manufacturing 
processes. This supply allows manufacturers to reuse plastics, metals, paper, etc thus limiting the global 
harvesting of fossil fuels, metals and wood products. Minimizing the extraction of virgin materials not 
only serves to expand the reserves of these materials but also mitigates the emissions of greenhouse gas 
pollutants that result from the extraction of the virgin materials. 
 
11) What is the tentative timeline on this proposed expansion and what 
opportunities will exist for public comment or participation? 
 
The City anticipates submitting an application to DEC in early 2006 . As part of the permitting process, 
DEC will solicit public input as to what the City should include in the documents reviewing the 
environmental impacts of the project. Once DEC accepts the City’s application, it will hold a public 



 

 

hearing for the public to comment on the application. This will likely occur towards the end of next 
year. The City’s existing landfill will reach capacity some time in 2009, so the City will need 
permission from DEC to construct the landfill in 2008 in order to avoid any gap in landfill capacity. 



 

 

Information Bulletin 
Long Range Landfill Siting Process  

ANSWERS Solid Waste Management Planning Unit  
January, 2006  

 
During late 1991, the City of Albany received a permit from the NYS Department of Environmental 
Conservation, (DEC), for an “interim” landfill on Rapp Rd. in the City of Albany. One of the specific 
conditions of approval was that the City, on behalf of the ANSWERS solid waste management planning 
unit, proceed with the siting process for a long range landfill that would serve the disposal needs of the 
planning unit once the Rapp Rd. facility was closed. The planning unit includes most of Albany County 
and the City of Rensselaer. The ANSWERS Solid Waste Management Plan (SWMP), previously 
prepared and adopted in accordance with State law, and approved by the DEC, proposed a long range 
landfill as the preferred disposal option for the planning unit. The first siting study, titled: Potential 
Landfill Sites Identification Report, was completed in May of 1991 and identified 15 potential sites (see 
attachment A), in the towns of Bethlehem, Coeymans, and Guilderland. The siting criteria that resulted 
in the selection of the 15 sites were based on DEC permitting requirements and included in the 
ANSWERS SWMP that was adopted in 1991. During the summer of 1991, public hearings were held in 
the three towns that contained the potential sites, in order to solicit specific input and comment on the 
proposed sites. A report issued in June of 1992, titled: Sites for Preliminary Investigation, narrowed the 
field to three sites that were chosen for on site survey work and soil/groundwater testing. These three 
sites are identified on attachment A as sites B 6, C-1, and C-2. Finally, the preferred site, located in the 
northeast section of the Town of Coeymans and known as site C-2, was chosen, based on a number of 
considerations. The site is fully described, along with the reasons for the selection, in a report issued in 
August of 1994 titled: ANSWERS Final Site Selection Report. 
 
An initial landfill permit application for site C-2 was submitted to the DEC in late 1994. This 
submission triggered the start of a lengthy review process that will involve substantial opportunity for 
public participation by town officials, residents, and other interested parties. As part of this process, a 
public hearing on the scope of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) was held on May 31, 
1995. Since that time a proposed scope has been submitted to, and approved by, the DEC. 
 
A legal action was commenced by the Town to halt the permitting process. The lawsuit was dismissed 
in its entirety in a Court decision dated January 7, 1996, and later affirmed in appellate courts in 1997-
98, thereby allowing the siting process to proceed. A later legal action was commenced by the Town to 
prevent the City from issuing bonds to acquire the property until review had been completed under the 
State Environmental Quality Review Act. That action was successful, and the City is prevented from 
acquiring the property until review of the acquisition has been completed under SEQR. The City has 
continued to retain control over Site C-2 through extensions to the option agreements with the 
landowners. However, local residents recently brought another lawsuit challenging the ability of the 
City to enter into the last option extension agreement, and a decision is pending in that case. 
 
Not all of the site specific engineering, design and other detailed information is currently available for 
public distribution, however, the following information can be provided at this time: 
 



 

 

• The City of Albany is acting on behalf of the ANSWERS planning unit and, in this capacity, is 
required by the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation to proceed with the 
permitting process for Site C-2 pursuant to provisions contained in the Rapp Rd. Landfill 
operating permit.  

 
• The facility is needed to provide solid waste disposal capacity for the planning unit as a whole 

and would satisfy a critical public need providing an essential public service. The proposal 
constitutes a regional solution to the common problem of solid waste management and disposal, 
that is facing local governments throughout the region.  

 
• The proposed site contains about 363 acres of land, located west of the NYS Thruway, north of 

the Lafarge Cement plant, south of the Niagara Mohawk power line easement and east of 
Pictuary Rd. in an area zoned Industrial. See attachment B.  

 
• Of the 363 acres only about 80 acres would actually be used for the landfill cell and accessory 

work areas. The vast majority of the site would remain wooded buffer, surrounding the site to 
insure that the facility is not visible from any home, roadway, or developed area.  

 
• The site, being west of the NYS Thruway, is entirely outside of the Hudson River valley 

viewshed. No portion of the site would be visible from the river itself, from any vantage point 
from across the river, or from within the river valley. The design of the facility would be in 
accordance with all DEC requirements to avoid any impacts on the water quality of Coeymans 
Creek, (a tributary of the Hudson), which borders the western boundary of the site.  

 
• The siting of a waste management facility such as this will involve substantial host community 

benefits that might include: free waste disposal for town residents, financial incentives to the 
town which could result in substantial property tax decreases, and other forms of mitigation to 
offset any impacts identified in the environmental review process. These host community 
benefits and mitigation measures will be negotiated and spelled out in detail during the DEC 
permit review process when substantive issues will need to be addressed.  

 
• The site is characterized by uniform, clay soils, up to 200 feet thick, which makes the site a very 

desirable location based on the landfill siting criteria contained in the DEC’s Part 360 regulations 
for permitting solid waste management facilities. These same desirable soils, however, also mean 
the presence of regulated wetlands.  

 
• Only local waste collection vehicles would be traveling directly to the site. All other waste would 

be processed at the Rapp Rd. processing center and transferred into covered trailers so as to 
minimize the number of vehicles and vehicle trips involved in transporting waste to the site.  

 
• The transport vehicles would travel via the Thruway to the Selkirk exit, and then down NYS 

route 144 to the site entrance through an underpass beneath the Thruway. As a consequence, 
traffic impacts would be limited to a 2±-mile stretch of NYS Rt. 144.  

 



 

 

• Limited hours of operation and other operating procedures, combined with the remote location 
and substantial wooded buffers, will dramatically reduce any impacts to the residents of the 
Town.  

 
• Only two homes exist within 2000 feet of the proposed landfill cell area. Both are separated by 

wooded areas that would remain as buffer. The nearest home is approximately 1400 ft., or a 
quarter of a mile away on the other side of the Thruway.  

 
• The landfill would be fully compatible with all local waste reduction and recycling programs. 

Only processed waste, remaining after recyclables are removed from the waste stream, would be 
disposed of at the facility.  

 
More detailed information will be made available once the permit application and draft environmental 
impact statement are complete and submitted to the DEC for review. 









 

 

Keeping landfill option open  
 
Saratoga County to seek renewal of state permit for empty facility 
despite concerns raised by some  
 
By LEIGH HORNBECK, Staff writer  
First published: Friday, January 18, 2008  
 
NORTHUMBERLAND -- By now, the Saratoga County landfill could hold more than 1 million 
tons of garbage. Instead, 10 years after it was built, not even a banana peel has landed in it.  
 
The Board of Supervisors do not plan to open it, but the county will apply to the state 
Department of Environmental Conservation this year to renew its permit.  
 
"The county has a history of looking at issues globally; it's one of the few counties that has a 
countywide sewer and will have a countywide water system. The board looks at it as what's 
best for the entire county," said Alan Grattidge, R-Charlton, the supervisor who will oversee 
the renewal application as the chairman of the board's Public Works Committee.  
 
Grattidge said the renewal process protects a county asset, adding that the landfill's presence 
-- it could take in 108,000 tons of trash a year -- could hold down prices charged by private 
waste haulers in the area.  
 
But that assertion draws laughter from Edgar King, a Democrat and former supervisor of 
Northumberland who fought the landfill.  
 
"It's like saying cars are too expensive, we're going to build a car dealership but not run it, just 
let it sit there -- or a supermarket, the analogies go on and on," King said.  
 
The empty landfill, which looks much like the farm field it once was -- except for the empty 
leachate tanks nearby -- is a rare exception in the region. Albany County is struggling to 
handle its trash flow and odor; the Clinton County landfill to the north takes in 175,000 tons of 
trash a year; and to the west, Fulton County accepted 105,000 tons last year on a budget of 
$4.2 million a year. The solid waste budget supports itself.  
 
Joseph Miranda, who oversees the county recycling program, also monitors the landfill and 
the northern harrier, a threatened species of hawk that lives next to it. He said the county 
spends about $12,000 annually for the landfill's utilities -- about the only operational expense.  
 
He's heard every joke about the empty landfill and keeps his sense of humor about it. A 
political cartoon mocking the issue is tacked to a wall outside an empty lunchroom built for a 
dozen workers.  
 



 

 

 
                                                                                                                      John Carl D'annibale / Times Union 

Joseph Miranda, Saratoga County's recycling coordinator,  
points out leachate storage tanks at the vacant site. 

 
 
It's hard to track where trash collected around the county is going because it is largely 
collected by private haulers, but it's safe to say residents and businesses are paying more for 
trash disposal because higher gasoline prices influence costs for hauling. Miranda estimates 
about a third -- 48,000 tons -- goes to the Hudson Falls burn plant; a third goes to Hiram 
Hollow in Wilton, a transfer station managed by Casella Waste Systems that takes 75,000 
tons a year; and a third is driven to the Albany or Colonie landfills.  
 
The county will be paying for a study of the landfill, in the northeastern corner of the county 
overlooking the Hudson River, to ensure it complies with environmental safeguards. Grattidge 
estimated the study's cost at $10,000.  
 
"The assessment will be used to determine what changes, if any, need to be made from the 
1997 permit," said DEC spokeswoman Maureen Wren.  
 
It cost $6.4 million to construct the landfill, Miranda said. Engineering and lawyers' fees 
pushed the cost to more than $10 million, said Barbara Weed of Schuylerville, the leader of 
the Farms First movement that sued to stop the project in the mid-1990s. By comparison, the 
county spends about $1 million a year on its recycling program. The budget has stayed fairly 
flat although recycling brings in more money each year. In 2007, the county collected 6,581 
tons of recyclables and made $847,000 on sales to businesses that use the material.  
 
Weed said she's tried to walk away from the issue and will not participate in the renewal 
process.  
 
"I am offended as a taxpayer that they will put money toward renewing the permit. I wish they 
would look at other options and put more money into recycling," Weed said.  
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Pumping station manholes stand out amid the empty space at the  
as-yet-unused Saratoga County landfill site in Northumberland. 

 
 
Leigh Hornbeck can be reached at 581-8438 or by e-mail at lhornbeck@timesunion.com.  
 
All Times Union materials copyright 1996-2008, Capital Newspapers Division of The Hearst Corporation, Albany, N.Y. 
 





 From:  John Wolcott <beverwyck1@nycap.rr.com>
 To: <aamarcuc@gw.dec.state.ny.us>
 Date:  12/15/2008 4:55 PM
 Subject:  Albany  Landfill expansion

Dear Mr. Marcuccio :

I oppose yet another expansion of the Albany Landfill.  Your 
agency  
has unwisely approved to many and too destructive expansions of this  
landfill already.
The City of Albany should go into a program of xero waste management  
with a recycling center and completely abandon their landfill in the  
Pine Bush.   The responsibility of waste management should, for now,  
be returned to the local municipalities as it formerly was. and  
taking waste from outside the City should cease.

As for the restoration offered by the City through Clough Harbour,
it is not so much in comparison to the irreparable damage done  
already,   I wish to point out in this res[ect. that the original  
landfill destroyed a good portion to " The Kings Highway"  the main  
road westerly for access to the Great Lakes from the English seaboard  
colonies  in the 17th. and 18th centuries.  The last expansion of the  
landfill bisected the best example of an echeloned line of parabolic  
sand dunes to be found in the Pine Bush.    Echeloned dunes are a  
major attraction of the Provinceland Dunes on Cape Cod.   As for the  
restoration proposed,  it only involves one dune, a part of a cluster  
the rest of which was north of the railroad tracks and that part was  
completely destroyed a few years ago when developments in the Village  
of Colonie were approved there.   That one dune restoration would be  
kind of nice but only so so compared to the echeloned line which I  
have pointed out.   The proposed restoration is too costly in terms  
of what the proposed expansion will take away and what it will itself  
cost.  Furthermore I have not seen where the Pine Commission has  
asked for this particular restoration, at least not as a trade off.    
So I don';t fine the pro\posed restoration to be a very solid selling  
point for approving the new landfill expansiion.  Please see the map  
which I will momentarily scan to eye to help illustrate these points.

Very 
truly,

      John 
Wolcott

   Member Save the
Pine Bush

344 Sheridan Avenue

Albany, New York 12206





Additional Comments Landfill Expansion.txt
 From:  John Wolcott <beverwyck1@nycap.rr.com>
 To: <aamarcuc@gw.dec.state.ny.us>
 Date:  12/19/2008 4:43 PM
 Subject:  Additional Comments: Landfill Expansion

Dear Mr. Marcuccio :

For the first additional comment please refer to my map transmission  
to you of 15 Dec. Look at the last dune at the east end of the line  
of echeloned dunes which I marked in orange  It lies just under the D  
in Guilderland and under the number 300 on that contour elevation  
line.   This is the major portion of this dune remaining there.  It  
shoud not be destroyed.   This dune the home of many turkery vultures  
and other wildlife is ideal for restorastion on it's sout side if the  
landfill isn't expanded.   Who knows ?  Perhaps in the future the  
missing dune this line with removal of a portion of the last  
expansion here.

Another main concern is the archaelogical potential of where the  
utility and processing buildings are planned.   Gus Corrine showed me  
a portion of what he said is the Kings
Highway in the woods at the south side of his lot and just north of  
the City Dump access road.  In 1973 he loaned me some artifacts he  
said he dug up in his garden for tor the Earth Week exhibit at  
SUNYA.  Later ; Gus donated these artifacts to Save the Pine Bush.  A  
ca. 1938 report on this location known in Colonial times as the  
Verbergh or Verre Bergh from the William Effner Collection at  
Schenectady City History Center, shows an area in back of Gus 'x  
trailer with lots of flint chips.  Although this was since mined for  
sand the chips plus the Indian artifacts we have, plus proximity to  
streams and the Colonial road which is likely pre-historic in origin  
sugeest a high archaeological potential here.  I think  that testing  
here should be at frequent inntervals and deeper than the first "  
sterile sub-soil " encountered because of the wind blown sand  
depositons.   Furthermore two early 18th. century taverns were  
located nearby.   The well of one was unearthed in highway work in in  
1086 See; : Cultural Survey Report Pin1528.30 Rapp Road Monitoring  
Project nove. 1986.  Will now scan a tracing of Effner map sketch  
showing location of flint chips and site of one of the Verbergh  
Taverns ( the one that the well found was for )
I will also try to scan some of the flatter thinner artifacts.

John Wolcott
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